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- The increase of statistical variations in adftDeed been published in statistical delay modeling"'derive analyt- -

n~ome~r <:MO~technol~es is posing.8 ma.!"r~e for ical models that give insights on how variations impact delay
digital CircUit~~IgD. In this p~, ~~ mvestigatethe I~ and can be used for circuit optimization. In [10], a model

f ""'AMl.t --- of random vanatlons on delay vanability or 8 gat!) aod denve . . . .
VV"\ simpleand scalablestatisticalmodelsthat can be used effectively for gate delay vanatlon was proposed and delay vanatlon

in evaluatingdelay variabilityin the p- of within-die dependenceof supplyvoltagewa.<;derivedbased on Alpha-, l' 1 (WID) variations. The derived models are verified and compared power model [11) and assuming a step input, which does not
ot\.t.tlt- - to Monte Carlo .S~ICE simula~ons using.. ~ustrial 90nm account for the input rise time effect. In [12), the authors

technology. New IDSlghtsfrom thIS work show the ampot1aDce or presented a semi-analytical model to estiInate the impact of
accounting for input slew effect on delay Yariatioos, especially . . :..
at lower supply voltages. We also show that for a giftll supply m~ ¥th vanatlon on. d~lay. In Spite of. Its accuracy 10
voltage, there exists an optimum input slew that minhni7M.:the mode1mg gate delay vanatlon, the model IS co~!ex and
relative delay variation for a gate, and present conditiOllS to provides little insight to circuit designers.-piereforef1'is iiloTe
achieve !his minimum. The der,ived analytical model also aecoonts appropriate for a CAD implementation. Recently, an analytical
for the Impact of ou~t loadmg, ~ well as the supply wItage, approach was used in [13J to develop a delay model to be used
and can be nsed for ID early design cycle. These results are. .. . .
particularly important for variation-tolenmt design in nanometer 10 studyl~g ~ Impact of process :-manon.<;~n ga~ de!ay,
technologies, especially in low-power) low-voltage operation. however, It did not account for the Impact of mput nse time
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ations, gate delay, within-die variations, nmclom Yariatioos, .0 . tate vanabon-aware Sign,It ISI~nt to nve
mismatch, intra-die variations,I!Briation-awaredesign. analyttcal delay models that can be used 10 performance

I ~ estimation. These models should be simple to give insights on
~~ the impact of process variation on delay. In addition, having

I. INTRODUCTION scalable (in terms of bias dependence and technology sealing)
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WI tec n? ogy sea mg . oreaver,. man actunng variability. In particular:
tolemnces In process technology are not scaling at the same .. . .
pace as transistor's channel length, due to process controllim- 1) we. denve s~ple and sealable s~tI~tlcal models to
itations (e.g., sub-wavelengtl1lithogmphy) [5), [6). Therefore. estI.~te the Impact of random vanatlon on the delay
within-die (WID) statistical process variations worsen with vanatl~ of a gate; ./"':.
successive technology genemtions and variability is currently 2) the derived models are. functl0r60f design parameters
a major challenge facing the semiconductor industry [4)- ~<:h as supply voltage, mput slope, output load and gate
[6]. In addition, circuits show increased sensitivity to process SIZIng; . . 'J.J--
variations due to low-power and low-voltage opemboo, which 3) for.the first time, we mode~~~ show the strong Impact-M..vf.R
can result in failing to meet timin~ constraints for critical of mput slew on delay vanabllity.,and show that delay
paths. Y"!~ variati~n is affected by whether the input slew is slow
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~ ""'~9ls [7]-[9]. From a design perspective, a few works have These results are particularly Important for the design 10
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From a circuit modeling approach. the total variation in Vih where C is the output capacitance, Iav is the average charg-

due to RDF ~~channel length variations as well as other ingldiscbarging current for the output capacitance, and 1:1V is
sources of vanatlon, can formulated as: the output voltage swing, where usually O.5VDDis u.-;ed.

(72 ~ 2 + 2 + ~ 3 In thepresenceof processvariations,bothIav andC willlD .-
V". (7V'h.RDF (7V"..L V.h.o'h£r () ~ due to several statistical variations mechanisms (e.g.:

Throughout this work, we will be dealing with the total Random dopant fluctuation, channel length variation~., as ~
variation in threshold voltage «(7V.h)as expressed by Eq. (3). explained in Section 11).However)C variation due to inter-- V .

connect are much smaller than driving current variation [4],

III MODEL AsSUMPT D
ttv'IJ. therefore,wi])be neglected3.'>explainedearlier.Hence,it is -

". IONSAND ERIVATION 1.Je . . .

~Mv'" VIUIV to say that the mam contributor for delay varIatIon
,1 ~ GO," One of the main objectives of this work is to derive simple is du~ ~ variation in Iav [4]. Nevertheless, in case of large

~ and scalab.le~~els that can be used in design optimizati~ C.vanauons, the model can be easily extended to account for~ .&Hil.81 gIVemSlghts to how random WID variations affect this effect.
delay, and how different design decisions can be used to reduce A small change in Iav (I:1Iav)will cause incremental change

d.elay variation. In our efforts, we insure that the model is in propagation delay Tp (I:1Tp),which can be calculated using
sImple and accurate enough to give clear design insights into Taylor expansion for Eq. (4) around the nominal value as
the impact of random variation on delay variability. Having a follows:
simple model is a key requirement to be able to use the model
in the optimization at the circuit and architecture levels. In
addition, the model should also account for the dependence of
delay variation on important circuit design decisions such as-. VDD, sizing and gate loading. Towardf that end, we make the
following assumptions: where I:1Iav is the variation in the average charg-

1) The dominant source of a gate's delay variation is the ingldischarging current.
transistor'sdrivingcurrent variation.While variations Fora stepinputwithzerorise/falltime,I av iscomprisedof
in channel length will also introduce fluctuation in the only one transistor in the inverter, since the other transistor will
input gate capacitance, nevertheless, this contribution on be OFF immediately after the input changes state. However, if
delay is much smaller than the variation in drive current rise/fall times are finite, Iav will be a function of NMOS and
caused by Vii. variation [14]. Moreover, variations in PMOS cwrents, since both transistors will be ON simultan.-
the interconnect are also much smaller than current eousJy for a certain duration in the switching. In our derivation, -
variations [4], [14]. Nevertheless, the model can be we win neglect the contribution of the partially OFF transistor
easily extended to account for variations in interconnect in Iav variations to simplify the analysis. Therefore, I:1Iav
capacitance. variation will be composed of only NMOS current variation

2) The impact of process variations on delay can he com- when discharging (e.g., I:1Iav/lav = 1:1110/110)and PMOS
puted u.-;inglinear approximation. This assumption is current variation when charging (e.g., I:1Iav/lav = I:1Ip/lp),
accurate since variations are (by definition) small and where In and Ip are the drain saturation currents for NMOS
device characteristics can be linearized around their and PMOS devices, respectively. This assumption will be
nominal values [10], [13], [22], [23]. Hence, under justified by the good accuracy of the model 81'will be shown-
linear approximation, the mean propagation delay of in Section IV. ~
the gates can be approximated by the deterministic gate. Due to device variation.,>,I:1Iav will be a function of
delay when variation.'>are neglected. Therefore, process different ~ of process variations 3..,shown in Section n.
variations will mainly affect the spread (or variance). However, smce Vih fluctuations increase significantly with

We first look into how process variations affect charg- tec~lo~ scaling at .a ~ate much higher than the oth~ types
ingldischaring curren~ hence, affecting the gate delay under of vanau~ ~3], [4], It ISuseful t~.concentrate.o~ th: Impact
a step input TpHL,step. Following that, we derive models to of Vth vanatlons on I~v. In additl.o~,the vanatlo~ III other
account for the impact of input rise time on delay variation. so~ can be ~ mto Vi" vanabon as shown IIIEq. (3).USingTaylor senes, we can approximate the variations in Iav

as follows:

OTpHL,..tep I:1Iav

8Iav I:1Iav

-TpHL,step Ia"
(5)

A. Variation in CharginglDi.~hargingCurrent

In the following sections we look into a High-to-Low
transition for an inverter, where discharging occurs using the
pull-down NMOS transisto~ However, the results are also
applicable for Low-to-High transitions. To a first order, the
High-to-Low propagation delay for a step input TpHL,6fepof
an inverter can be estimated as [24]:

CI:1V
TpHL,step= -1av

8Iav
Mav ~ <>v.

I:1Vi".
U t"

The effect of Vih fluctuation on transistor's cwrent can be
calculated by assuming that VGS fluctuates with a value of
1:1"th, while Vih itself is con.,>tant.This idea is not new 3.'>it
bas been widely used in analog design in combination with
small signal analysis to find the impact of statistical variations
on sensitive analog circuits (e.g., how Vt" mismatch affects
differential amplifier offset and current mirror accuracy [18],

(6)

(4)
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[22] ). Therefore, Eq. (6) can be written as:

Mav = - :b:v. LlVt" = -gmLlVt"GS

where gm = 8lav/8VGS is the transconductance of the device.
Mathematically, this can also be justified by noticing that in
all regions of MOSFET operation. the drain current shows a
dependence on VGS and Vt", where VGS - Vt" are coupled.
hence, by using differentiation by substitution, we can reach
the same conclusion [16], [19], [22], [25].

By substitution from Eq. (1) in (5), we get:

LlTpH L,step - !1m A U - gm AU- - LJoVt" - - LJoVt'"
TpHL,step lau lD

From this equation, it is clear how Vt" Ouctuatioo directly
impacts delay variations after being multiplied by gm/ lD'
This shows that gm/ I D h~strong impact on delay variations,
Jheretore, it is Important to investigate the bias dependence of
9m/lD'
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Fig. l. lYPical bia.~ dependence of Um/ID venus overdrive voltage
Vos - Vth for a device in saturation region (22]. In strong inveJSion,Om/ ID
inilially increa.~esproportional to (\I(;s - Vth)-l as Vos is reducedand

--- saturates towardl a maximum value of 2.3/ S, where S is !be subduesbold
slope.

........

Fig. I shows typical dependence of gm/ID 3 versus the
overdrive voltage VGS - Vt". At a high overdrive voltage,
the transistor is in strong inversion and the value of gm/ ID
is small and it increases a'! the overdrive voltage is reduced
(approximately following a 1/(VGs- Vt,,) dependence). How-
ever, as the device enters weak inversion or subthreshold
operation, gm/ ID saturates and reaches a maximum value of
gm/ ID = 2.3/ S, where S is the subthreshold slope [16].
Typically, S ranges from 80-100 mV/decade for advanced
CMOS technologies, hence, the maximum value for gm/ ID
is typically around 23 to 29 V-I. Since delay variations are
directly proportional to !Im/ID, LlTp,step/Tp,step will foUow
the same bias dependence for gm/ID as shown in Eq. (8).

31n analog design, litis ratio of lransconduclance 10 current is calIed
the lranscooouclance efficiency. This calio is ti~ to MOSFET md
provides guidance to design~ lite region willt highest gain at small CWTeOt
dissipation [25].

4

(7)

~erefore, as VDD is reduced, the impact of variations increases-
significantly.

(8)

B. Impact of Finite Input Slew on Delay Variation

The delay variation of a gate cannot only be predicted by
assuming a step input as in Eq. (8). This is because the
dynamics of a gate switching are much more complicated
when the input has a finite rise time. It is well known that
the input signal rise time (i.e., input slope or slew) ha'! strong

impacton delay:lherefore, there ha'! been-l6t!!~rk to -=-:.:'
model the impact of finite input slope on delay. Since these I Yl 5

models were derived to give accurate predication of delay, (11ffU (,,~ II
theytendto be verycomplicat~mits theircapability <
of giving design insights or guidelines wnen accounung ror / Yl5

statistical variations [26], [27]. MIA.c..k (c-7h . /I
While there has been ~rk on how delay is affected IS, . .

with input slope, interestingly, there has been very limited
work on accounting for input slopes effect on delay variation.
In (121, the authors account for impact of input slew on delay

variation using semi-empirical model. whic~ although accu,," -~
fate, does not present clear design insights due to it complexity.
Recently in [23], a numerical model wa'! developed to account
for input slew effect on delay variation, I>wever, due to i~ -
numerical nature, the design parameters are not explicit and
therefore cannot give intuitive understanding of how different
design decisions affect delay variation.

In this section, we model the impact of input rise time
(Tr) on delay variation UTpHL of an inverter. Once again,

our objective is to derive a simple model for delay variation I n
arising due to statistical WID variation.~t can be used in - QU {
early design and performance estimation.

For example, the model should enable us to estimate delay
variation from the knowledge of ba'!ic techno]ogical and
design ~ It is important to note that the accuracy of
modeling gat;;delay Itselt IS not required 10 thiS ca~ ~
the dependence of delay on process variations is critical in
oIder to accurately mode] delay variation. Therefore, we begin
our derivation steps similar to the previous works done to
accurately model delay, as in [26], [27]. However, instead of
focusing on modeling the propagation delay accurately, we
explore several simplifications that would allow us to reach
a design-oriented delay variation mode] which is simple and
accurate, and enable us to explore different design tradeoffs.

1be inputlonput characteristics for of an inverter is governed
by the following differential equation:

dVout
CL~ ~ Ip -In

C dVout
Ldt ~ -In (10)

where CL is the load capacitance (inc]uding diffusion, wire
Joading, the fo]lowing gate's input capacitance as we]] as
the impact of miUer capacitance), Ip and In are the PMOS
charging and NMOS discharging current'!, respectively. For
a High-to-Low transition, and neglecting the short circuit
current, we get Eq. (10).

In our derivation, we focus on supply voltagerange covering
strong inversion regioo,pnd do not account for subthreshold-

(9)

~-



TTb = TrITPHL.I T.=TPHL,.J~T.

- (
0+1

)T
- 1 - .xu PHL,stepVoo

It is important to note that Trb defines the boundary between

(13) a fast 01"slow input rise time Tr. These different regions of
input rise time will have strong impact on delay variation as
will be shown later in the results section.

where Tr is the input rise time defined from 0 to 100%. While 1berefore, TPHL for any arbitrariJyrise time can caJculated
in a real circuit, the input is not exactly ~, since it is as:
essentially the output of the~Ag gare.(*\atbeless, the -

{ f

1-~
]assumption of linear ramp will not affect validity of the finaJ Tr ~- ~ + TpH L,step Tr < Trb

results. TPH L = ;;h

]

(20)
. . . . .xu Cd<>+I) n+ 1

Solvmg the differentiaJ equation Eq. 10 for Vout, and Tr VOO+ (2k"T.VODn 1) - "2 Tr > Trb
noticing that there are different regions for Vout determined . .
by input rise time Tr' we get: wbere Trb ISdefined m Eq. (19). .

We can now use Eq. (20) to calculate (TTpHLasswmng that

VI the nmdom variable Vth varies around its nomina] value "f,.
DD v. with a .6.V th having a zero mean and a standard deviation of
for t < v:vTr (Tv For the case where Tr < Trb' from Eq. (20) we have:

k..T. [t ]0+1 V
VDD - CLVDD(Q+l) T. VDD - Vth

( [
1 1- ~

] )Vout(t)= < for ~Tr < t :$ Tr (14) c?TPHL = var Tr 2 - a + 1 + TpHL,step (21)
VI knT. (VI V. )

Q
DD - CL VDD(Q+l) DD - th

(
Vtb

X [.;. VDD(O+ 1) - (OVDD+ Vih)] = var Tr VDD(O+ 1) (22)

for t ~ Tr C Yl2L!.

)+ L 2

For a given input rise time. Vout dischaIge towanls VDD/2 k,.(VDD - Vth)Q
following one of the above two equations, depending on the

( Vih.6. V th

gate output loading CL and driving capability through k,. and ~ var TrVDD(O + 1) + Tr
VDD. For a fast input transition. the output load capacitOl"

discharges and reaches Vout = VD D /2 after ¥in reaches its + C L~ + T. 9m f!a.V )maximum value (i.e., tv~.=~ > TT).ln this case, the High- k,.(VDD - "fh)Q pHL,stepID th
to-Low propagation delay TPHL can be expressed as:

(( Tr 9m) )~ var V ( 1) + TpHL,stepI f!a.Vth

[

1-~

]

DDO+ D

TPHL,!astT.= Tr ~ - +~D (15) - ( Tr + T. 9m)2 2
(23)

o - VDD(O + 1) pHL,step ID a v...
CL~

(
T.

+ k,.(VDD - V~)Q ~ VDD(~ + 1) (24)

[

1 1 - ..!:UL.

]
= Tr - - VOD + TpHL,step (16) 0

2 0 + 1 +TpHL,step (VDD - Vth) )av...

wbere Eq. (8) was used to model the variation in the sec-
ond term in Eq. (22), and Alpha-power model was used to
approximate the term !Jm/ID in Eq. (23) to get Eq. (24).

region operation. To simplify the analysis, we use the well-
known AlPha-powermodel for the NMOS discharging cur-
rent [11]:

k,. =

Ves :$ Vth

Ves ~ Vth

. . -I-vtL where Vi" ~s the threshold voltage of the NMOS puJJ-down
~ ,;~ transistor, k,. is a technologicaJ parameter, 0 is an exponent

Sf
(,VCL.---ranging from 1.~ 2 depending on whether the transistor is

In velOcitysaturation or pinch-off saturation. W and L are the
width and length of the transistor, respectiveJy.

AssunIing a linear input ramp:

t

Ves = Tr VDD

On the contrary, for a slow input transition. the output
load capacitor discharges to VDD/2 before ¥in reaches VDD.
Therefore, for a slow input transition case, TPHL is calculated

5

as:

(11)

[

Vih
TPHL,slowT. = Tr VDD

(CL VDD(O + 1»)
(a:h) 1

]+ 2k,.Tr - 2 (17)

The question now is what is the value of Tr which defines
the boundary between fast and slow input rise times. By
equating Eq. (15) and Eq. (17) we can find the value of the
boundary rise time Trb as follows:

(12)

(18)

(19)



Similarly, for the case when Tr > Trb, using Eq. (20) we
get:

2
(

Tr
)2~(T TPHL = y;-- V,,,

VDD

Therefore, the delay variation (TTpHL due to Vth variation
can be computed for any arbitrary input slew Tr as follows:

{

(VDD~::'+l) + TpHL,stePt;-) (TV,,,

- for 1'.,.< Trb (26)(TTpHL - T.
~(TV,,,

for Tr > Trb

where Trb is defined in Eq. (19).

I., As shown in Eq. (26), when Tr is slow, delay variation is
,Wt) simply Tr fTV,,,/VDD. To understand how at slow input slew

aeJiiYVanauon taKes this form, 1e& look at the dynamics
of switchin,g for an inverter driven by a &Jowinput signal
:if;n as shown in Fig. 2. leA. further assume that the output
voltage will not begin discharging except when Vin is greater
than Vthn for the NMOS device. In the case of no variations
(.6.Vi'm = 0), the propagation delay for the inverter is equal
to the nominal propagation delay Tp, measured from the time
Vin crosses VDD/2 to Vout crossing the same value, as shown
in Fig. 2. However, if due to Vthn variation we have l1Vthn >

0, as shown in Case 2, the 'itprting point for discharging
the output shifts to the right..Hence, the propagation delay
increase."by l1Tp. Similarly, if l1Vthn < 0, the starting point
for Vout discharge shifts to the left and Tp reduces by l1Tp. It
is clear that the variation in Vth causes delay variation due to
the finite input rise time as shown in Fig. 2 and explained
above. As Vih fluctuates, the starting point of discharging
changes, which consequently adds up to delay variation. It can

be shown that this effect will give delay variation of ~ av,,, '
3."captured in Eq. (26) for the case of Tr > Trb.

C. Minimum Relative Delay Variation(TTp/Tp

Based on the derived delay variation model in Eq. (26), it is
useful to investigate whether there are certain conditions that
can be used to minimize the relative delay variation, defined
3."the ratio of delay variation to nominal delay (TTp/Tp. llis
quantity is an important metric for delay variability, and is
especially useful in the design of clock disuibution networks to
minimize skew as well as in self-timed paths used in memory
timing.

From Eq. (26) and Eq. (20), we can calculate the relative
delay variation (TTpHL/TpHL. It can be shown that for a given

- supply voltage VDD)thereexists a certain value of 1;. which
minimizes (TTpHL/TpHL 3." follows:

6
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Fig. 2. Delay V1IriaIionfor ~lter driven by a slow input rise time. ~ L
Variation in Vthn affects the starting point of the switching, hence, introduces, y\V~
delay variaIioo. IDvestrr delay is shown for three cases:.!) Nominal case with
00 Vthn wriaIion(.1.Vthn = 0) andnominalpropag;ItiondelayTp, 2) case - .s f ~
with positi\'e Vthn shift (.1. Vthn > 0) and increased JII'OIKI8Iltion delay Tp +

.1.Tp and 3) case with negative Vthn shift (6. VLhn < 0) and decreased
propagaIioo delay Tp - 6.Tp.

variation. Therefore, any increase in Tr wj]] not only increa."e
the absolute delay variation (TTpHL'but will also increase the
relative delay variation ITTT PH',.

PHL

However, an interesting behavior occurs as the supply
volt e is reduced below lli.t... The minimum ~ occurs at

...", 2-0 TpHL

Tr = Trl>defined in Eq. (19), and its value is determined by the
ratio of Vth variation av,,, to the supply voltage. Identifying
such ~is importan; as it can be utilized in optimizing
delay variation for circuits working at lower supply voltage.s -
to reduce power consumption. In addition, circuit" which are

sensitive to skew, rather th~ delay itse19can benefit from-LI-:-
this finding as well. 7 V\..ClIV1

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(TTpHL . -

{
2::~. Tr = Trb & VDD < ~ To v~ the stage o:lay ~ation mode.ls, we .comp~

TPHL 1m",- oUV'h T. = 0 & Vi > lli.t.. (27) the analytical models to slmulabon results usmg an mdustnal
VDD-V,,, r DD 2-0 90nm technology, with technological parameters sJIown in

From Eq. (27), it is seen that VDD and Tr have strong Table L A thorough analysis using SPICE simulation is per-
impact on ;::::. At high supply voltages, VDD > ~,the fonned to validate the model. Monte Carlo SPICE simulation
minimumUTTPHr is determined by the step input relative delay is used to estimate the impact of statistical variations delayP!lL
variation, which defines the lower bound on relative delay variability.
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TABLE I

90NM TECHNOLOGYINFORMATIONANDINVERTER

SIZINGFORLX DRIVESTRENGTH.

NMOS
r-0--1.2 V

0.22/0.1 0.39/0.1
260 290
18 13.5

183 131

PMOS
Nominal VDD
WI L (/Lml,Lm)
"IIt"A(mV)
aV",(mV)
ID,satB(,LA)

A IVGsl = IVDSI= 1.2 V.
In the following, we present the validation resuIt~ for the

stage delay model. Inverters of different fan-out (PO) were
used to examine the model's accuracy. Input slew was varied
to find the impact of input rise time 7'.,.on delay variation. For
each Monte Carlo run, the delay of the inverter is measured
using transient simulation. Large number of Monte Carlo runs
(1000 to 4000 runs) were used to reduce the error associated
with the statistical determination of the delay mean and
standard deviation. The simulations are repeated for different
supply voltages from 0.6 V to 1.2 V to find the impact of
reducing supply voltage on delay variability.

Inverters with LX drive strength from the standard ceJl

library in this 90mn technology were used in simulation setup,
as shown in Table I. Hardware calibrated statistical models
were used to account for "11thvariations. Random variations
are typically inversely proportional to the square root of the
active device's area, as shown in Section II [28]. Therefore,
lowest driving strength gates (LX drive) from the standard cell
library will typically show the largest variation for a given
technology, hence, are appropriate to be used to verify the

( proposed models. Nevertheless, the results are also valid for".- inverters with any arbitrarily sizes.
Fig. 3 shows typical histograms for Tp (TpHL and TpLH for~ - different supply voltages) from Monte Carlo simulation,.with

a superimposed gaussian distribution, which shows that delay
distribution can be approximated by a gaussian distribution.
Fig. 3 also shows that reducing supply voltage increases the
relative delay variation significantly.

Fig. 4 shows the deterministic TpHL, TpLH and Tp using
transient simulation for F01 inverter. Also on the same plot.
ILTpHLand ILTpLHfrom Monte Carlo simulations are shown.
Clear agreement between TpHL and J1.TpHL'as well as between

.J TpLH and J1.TpLH'justifies the linearity assumption used in
fV --- Sectionm rlnW!!,- VDD=O.6V (i.e.,processvariationsdo

not affect the mean delay, and only affect the delay spread).
In Section III-B, we have shown how input slew has strong

impact on delay variations. Fig. 5 shows the simulation result
for (J'TpHL at VDD = 0.7 V. Note that each data point
represents the delay variation (J'TpHLcalculated from 1000
Monte Carlo runs at that specific value of input slew Tr. Fig. 5
also shows the result from our proposed model for (J'TlIHL
for fast and slow Tr (Eq. (26», and the model matches the
simulation results.

Clearly, (J'TpHLincrease linearly with Tr as was shown in
the proposed model Eq. (26). In addition, as expected from
the proposed model derivation in Section III-B, there is certain
value of Tr which defines a boundary point between fast and

-7-

11u

Fig. 3. Tp Histogram for a single stage using Monte Carlo SPICE simulation
(4000 rons): a) TpHL at VDD = 0.6 V, b) TpHL at VDD = 1.2 V, c)
TpLH at VDD = 0.6 V and d) TpLH at VDD = 1.2 V. Also shown'a

G
- \

gaussiau dislributioo baving die same mean and standard deviation. . Co (&v1)

'I, TpHl

:.\ --.TpLH

\.~\ _T,
\. \ . ~pLHfMO., . I1ypHLOIC)

. '..., . J1ypLH~t9(~IC)". ' . ILrpHl$tt9C\10
. --- --

.. .. : ~.;..~.~~.;~.~.~,~:
.. .. .. ..

..

10

8:~ 0.6 0.7 o.s u 1.3

Fig. 4. Tp versus VDD fO£a single stage showing the nominal Higb-t~w
(TpHL>. Low-to-Higb (TpLH), and the average Tp. Also shown are I-'T:HL
sod prr LH for boch nominal rise/fall time and step input using Monte Q;rlo
s~

slow input slew. This point is Trb as show in Eq. (19). For
TPHL,stel' = 22.8 pS at VDD = 0.7, "11th= 0.26 V, Q: = 1.5
(extracted from fitting ld - Vas characteristics to the Alpha-
power model), and using Eq. (19) we find that Trb = 90.75
ps which agrees well with the point where the slope of (J'Tl'H L

changes abruptly.
Eq. (26) shows that (J'TPHLis an increasing function of T..,

and (J'TpHLis the maximum of two lines intersecting at Trb
and therefore, Eq. (26) can also be written as:

(J'TpHL = max{ (~
a

)
Tr

}
+ TpHL,skp

(Vi Tr
)

' -Vi X (J'Vth
DD - Yt/, DD

where max{} is the maximum of the two terms inside the

(28)
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Fig. 5. Delay variation <TTPHLversus Tr at VDD = 0.1 V IiJcf04 illVatl:!r
from Monte Carlo simulation. Also shown are the results Iium die proposed
model Eq. (26)

bracket.

It is important to note how the slope of O"TpHLincreases

significantly when Tr is larger than Trb)as shown in Fig. 5.
Therefore, as a design guideline, it is Useful to always try
to reduce T.,. for circuit., and paths which are sensitive to
variability.

In addition to the absolute delay variation (TTpHL'it is
useful to look at the relative delay variation (TTPHLITpHL.
Fig. 6 shows the measured and modeled (TTpHLITpHL for
F04 inverter versus TT'at VDD = 0.7 V. Good agreement is
shown between the measurement., and the proposed model.
Fig. 6 also shows that initiall~as Tr increases, (TTpHLITpHL
reduces and reaches a minimum point and any future increase
in T.,.increases the relative delay variation. This was expected
from our analysi,as derived in Section m-c. Using Eq. (27)
and substituting for ¥'t" = 0.26 V and 0: = 1.5, we find that
VDD = 0.7 V is larger than ~2V: ~ 1 V. Therefore, (TT

TP~r Imin-Q PHL

is computed as ~~vt/.= 2 x 18mV10.7V= 5.14%. This agreesVDD

very well with the minimum (TTpHLITpHL shown in figure
Fig. 6. This shows the accuracy of the proposed model.

11
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i
t 6

;t I~;~:';:~';;';;';:""""~>~-

.. ~",..,

,,,,
oo 20 .. .. .. 188 121 140 10 180 200

TrCpI)

Fig. 6. Relativedelay varialion"TTP~l \'efSUSTr at VDD = 0.1 V fo.-PH.L
f04 invener from Monte Carlo simulaiioo. Also shown are die resuJts Iiom

die poposed model. A minimwn point fo.- "i:;; is sbown at Tr ==9OpS

From Fig. 6, we see that (TT
TPHL Imin OCCUIringat T,.b is 25%PHL

<t(- 8

lower than (TTTP~r Iste p . Therefore, this minimum point can bePHL

used to minimize the relative delay variability by noticing that p ()
the the optimumT.,.value can be convertedto~nstrain ~ ~
on gate sizing optimization for cascaded stages (i.e., TT' is IJ 0
determined by the driving capability of the driving gat~ ~
the capacitive loading, which is the sum of output capacitance
of the driving gate and input capacitance of the following
gate).

As VDD value is increased ahov; ~~~ ~ 1, Eq. (27) shows -
that the minimum (TTTP~r occurs at 1'.,.= O. This is shown in

P/!,L
Fig. 7, where (TTpHL/TpHL versus 1'.,.is shown for VDD =
1.0 V. Good agreement is shown between the proposed model
and the measurement result.,.While at this supply voltage, the
increase in (TTTP~r is very slow when T,. < Trb' However, asPHL
Tr exceeds Trb, the increase in (TTTp~L is significant RelativePHL
delay variation increases ",2X when Tr increase from T,'b to
3Trb. From the above discussion, we can say that by trying
to constrain Tr values to be approximately equal to Trb, we
can either achieve the minimum relative delay variation (for

VDD < ~) or we will~ that ~ is not in the range

which is strongly dependent on T,. (for VDD > ~ as shown
in Fig. 7)

-€41S{,(n-

1J ---FO~ :\Iollt. Carlo

---:\Iodtl T. Fa~t

101- -:\lodelTrSlow

,',,''-'';,,
00.............-
o 2e 40 .. .. 100 120 I'" 160 180 200

Tr(ps)

Fig. 7. Relative delay variation "ip~r versus Tr/Trb at VDD = 1.0 V
for F04 inverter from Monte Carlo P,ffJiulation.Also shown are die results
from die proposed model.

Fig. 8 shows how changing FO affect., (TTpHL' For each

FO, there ~ different valu«:rof TT'b, since T,'b is proportional -r::-:::; )to TpHL'i{J-as shown in Eq. (19). It is clear that when 1'.,.is la., ~
slow (T,. > TrbIFO),the value of (TTpHLbecomes independent
ofFO. This is because for slow T,. values, (TTpHLis defined as
~ (Tv". as shown in Eq. (26), which is independent of the
gate's FO. However, for fast input slew (1'.,.< T.,'b),increasing
the FO directly translates to higher delay variation, which is
also predicted by the proposed model. Finally, the relative
delay variation trends for different FOs are shown in Fig. 9.

As was shown in the previous discussions, the proposed
stage delay model is based on easily measurable paramf-

eters. which can be directly extracted from measurement or
from simulation (i.e., OC simulation for gmlID and transient
simulation for Tp) as well as from technological information
(UV.h).In addition, the stage delay model is also very simple
and efficient (compared to running Monte Carlo simulation,



2) For a fast input rise time (T,. < T,'b), O'TpHLis
proportional to 1:,./(1+0:). However,as input rise time is
increased exceeding 1:,'b,delay variation increases pro-
portional to Tr. Therefore, for large 1:,.,delay variation
sensitivity to input rise time is 2.5X lar~er than the
fast input rise time case (assuming a typical value of
0: ~ 1.5 in deep submicron technologies). This shows
the importance of accounting for delay variation for slow
input rise times.

3) For slow input rise time, delay variation is independent
of the step input delay variation or any electrical prop-
erty of the gate it~elf (Le., independent of Vi",CL, k,,,
o:)! In fact, O'TpHLis only function of the Vi" variation
through O'V.h/VDD,as well as on the input rise time
Tr which is determined by the ratio of preceding gate
driving capability to input capacitance of this gate. ThiS

=;c;-h .
F. 8 (5was also s own In Ig. .

4) O'TpHL,..<pis the minimum delay variation for a g~te,
and can only be achieved for very fast input slope (I.e.,
step input with T,. -t 0). However, in reality, delay
variation will always be larger than the value predicted
by O'TpHL,..<p'especially at large values of 1:,.,and can
be an order of magnitude larger than O'TpHL,.hp'

5) Variation in Vi" increases delay variation linearly. With
the significant increase in Vi" variability with scaling,
similar increase in a gate's delay variation is expected,
and is exacerbated with the reduction of VDD.

6) Depending on the value of the supply voltage, there

exists a minimum relative delay variation 7;:::' I",i",
which can be calculated using Eq. (27). As VDD is

reduced beJow2Vih/(2 - a), ".J;::: I"'i.. = 20'V"./VDD
and occurs when input rise time equals Trb' This finding
can be used to reduce the relative delay variation of a
path by adding Tr as one of the parameters that can
be used to reduce rTTT PHI.. It is important to note thatPHL
Trb/TpHL,stqJ increases as VDD is reduced as shown
in Eq. (19). This implies that the optimum FO to achieve
CT

TTPHL Ifni.. increa.~ a.~VDD is reduced.PHL

While this work ---focused on delay variation of a sin~e
stage (inverter), it can be extended to a path delay variation

V. DESIGNINSIGHTS model In that case, the input Tr used in the proposed model
In this section, we look at SOineof the design insigbts and can be computed ftom the output slew of the preceding gate.

implications that can be identified from the proposed models Therefore, the delay variation of each gate in a path can be
in this work. Th~ s~ple forms of Eq. (~6) ~ Eq. (2!) allow computed using Eq. (26), and the total delay variation can be
us to have clear 1n.~lghtsfor several design ISSuesas discussed expressed as done in [30). However, it is important to note
below: that statistical process variation.~in a stage will also add to

1) Input rise time has strong impact on delay variation delay variation in the following stage due to the "electrical I 0
(J'TpHL'and the sen.~itivityof delay variation to T.. correlation" between theO two stages, since they are correJ- ~
ha.~ two different sensitivities depending on whether-fated througb the slope of the transition at the intermediate
Tr is fast or slow (i.e., Tr < Trb or Tr > Trb. node [12].
respectively). This is shown in the model as well as

- verified using Monte Carlo simulation(as was shown

in Fig. j. Therefore, to minimize delly variation, it
is important to reduce Tr in the design, which can
be performed using adequate sizing. This condition is
similar to the conditions required to reduce short-circuit
power consumption by optimizing the input rise time of
the gates [29].
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fig. 8. UTPHL ver.;us Tr at VDD = 0.7 V fIXdifferent loading conditions
(FOI. F02 andF04).
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Fig.9. i;;:L versusTr at VDD = 0.7 V for different loading cmditims
(FOI. F02 ~F04).

which is computationally intensive). The model can be used
to explore different design tradeoffs to reduce delay variability.
In addition, the model can be used to apply some constraints
on Tr when optimizing the sizing in order to minimize delay
variation.

-j-
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in WID proce.<;svariations in nanometer tech-
nologies bong impact on delay variability. In this paper,
we presented analytIc r s s c sage e ay
models, in the presence of WID statistical variation.~.The
model' accuracy has been validated with Monte Carlo SPICE

9
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caUSOVih to be strongly dependent on the channel length - ~
L, and their impact on Vi" can be modeled as [16], [19]:

Vi,. ~ Vtl&O- «(+ '1VDs)e-L/>. (2)

where Vi"o is the long channel thre...holdvoltage, ( is the
charge charing coefficient, .xis a characteristic length, and
." is the DIBL effect coefficient. As shown from Eq. (2),
Vth shows exponential dependence on L, therefore, a
slight variation in L will introduce large variation in Vih'

While random dopant fluctuation and channel length varl-
jations are the dominant sources of device variations nowe-
Adays [4], there are many other sources, which may become

significantin .. future technologies.Belo")we list other -
sources of device variations:

. Line Edge Roughness (LER): Gate patterning intro-
duces a nonidea1gate edge which exhibitsICertain level
of roughness referred to as Line Edge Roughness. This
effect was neglected previously since LER effect was
much smaller than the CD. As device scaling continues
into sub-SOnmregime, LER is expected to become a sig-
nificant source of variation due to its impact on OV.h[20],
[21].

. Oxide Charges Variation: Interface charges can also
cause Vi" variation, however its effect is not dominant
in modern-day nitrided gate oxides [20]. Nevertheless,
the adoption of higb-k. gates in the future to limit gate- I n.f;;
blnneling leakage curren~ will probably worsen oxide ~ ~
charge variations [20]. In addlbon, oxide charge vart-

iations can introduce mobility fluctuations, as it affects

scattering mechanism.c;on the surface. ~.s

. Mobility Fluctuation: Variationsin~sistor's curre~r tA!.'can also be due to mobility fluctuation. Mobility flue -
auttion can arise from several complex physical mech-
anisms such as fluctuations in effective fields, fixed
oxide charges, doping, inversion layer, and surface rough-
ness [20]. Moreover, due to its dependence on many
physical variation mechanisms, mobility variation can

also be correlated with Vii. variations. However, device _I n
measurementsshow4hI!!.this correlationis small r221. -~
Therefore, mobility variabons and Vi" variations are
typically assumed independent in circuit modeling [22].. Gate Oxide 1bickness Variation: Any variation in oxide
thickness affects many electrical parameters of the device,
especially Vi". However, oxide thickness is one of the
most wen controlled parameters in MOSFET processing,
therefore, may not affect Vi" variation significantly.. Channel Width Variation: Due to lithography limitation, I
transistor channel width :u. 8111-IliiJ' This variation in -> (l\,/5D
width causes Vi" to change, due to the narrow-width elf - Va~'itS
Iects, which causes ViI. to be a function of channel width
W [19]. However, since W is typically 3-4 times larger
than L, the impact of W variation on Vi" is considered
much smaller than the impact due to L variation [19].

It is important to note that there existt"1>thersources of
device variation which inc1udeL!!evice degradation due to
aging effects such as hot carrier effect and negative bias
temperature instability.

In Section III, we explain the modeling methodology and
present the model derivation steps. In Section IV, our models
are compared with Monte Carlo SPICE simulations using an
industrial 90nm technology, and in Section V we discuss some
insightc;from the models. Finally, in Section VI. we present
our conclusions.

II. SOURCESOFDEVICEVARIATIONS

Process variations impact device structure and; therefore.,
change the electrical properties of the circuit. In the following,
we review the main sources of process variations that affect
device performance:. Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF): As CMOS de--

vices are scaled down, the number of dopant in the

~ depletion region of a MOSFET decreases. especially.!2I. a minimum geometry devices. Due to the discreteness of
dopant atoms, there is statistical random fluctuation of
the number of dopantc;within a given volume around its
average value [1J, [16]. This fluctuation in the Dumber
of dopants in the transistor's channel results in variations
in the observed threshold voltage Vi" for the device. It- has been shown that the variation in Vih)due to random- dopan~ foHows a gaussian distribution and its standanl
deviation can be modeled as [16], [17]:

OV"..RDF= ({j2q3csiN..<PB). ~: .~ (1)

where q is the electron charge, CSi and Coo;are the
permittivity of the silicon and gate oxide, respectively,No
is the channel dopant concentration, <PBis the difference
between Fermi level and intrin.c;iclevel, Too;is me gate
oxide thickness and W and L are the channel width and
channel length for the transistor, respectively. Eq. (1)
shows that OV'h is inversely proportional to the square
root of the active device area. Hence, sizing up the
transistors can be used to mitigate variationsZ.In addition,
Eq. (1) shows that variation increases with technology
scaling due to the reduction of W and L, which opposes
the improvement in UV.h.RDFdue the scaling in T"",.
Random dopant fluctuation is considered the dominant
source of device variation.c;in sub 90nm technologies [3],
[4], [14].

y . Channel Length Variation: For 90nm technology and
1 below,opticallithographyuses lightsoun:eswith wave-

I(I,Svf.. - lengtJ6muchlargerthantheminimumfeaturesjz4for the
(.5 technology[6]. Therefore,controllingcriticaldimension

(CD) at these technology nodes has become tremendously
difficult and is expected to worsen in the future tech-
nology nodes [6]. The variation in CD (e.g., transistor's
channel length) has direct impact on several electrical
properties of a transistor, however, the most affected
parameter is Vt" [16], {19].This is due to the exponential
dependence of Vi" on channel length L for short channel
devices, mainly due to charge sharing and drain induced
barrier lowering (DffiL) effects [16], [19]. These effects

- 2Sizing up devices is one of lhe most common techniques used in analog

design 10reduce miSmalcween transistors [181.
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